First Place - Max Eberle
Second Place- Jose Alvarez
Third Place - Al Lawrence
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Mickey's CSI Qualifier results from December 20th 2008
Mickey's Cues & Brews 7380 S. Eastern Ave Las Vegas NV. Held National 8-ball
qualifier on December 20th 2008. The tournament had fifteen players fighting for the two
spots to play at the Golden Nugget Valentines weekend.
Mickey's may of only had fifteen players but the players that did not show up they
missed out on a great tournament and a chance to qualify for the $32,000 in prize money.
The tournament Started on Saturday at 1:00pm with some great matches Jose
Alvarez and Cory Harper. This was a great match Jose had a hard time getting started and
Cory took over in the match with a seven to four victory to stay on the winners side.
Cory then played local player John Kutcher with another seven to four victory. Cory
then met up with Mad Max Eberle. Max's eight ball play was all most flawless the play
from Max was something to watch with his Zen like approach to the game it was like
watching a kite sail through the air and Max sailed through the tournament defeating Dan
Schneider Jason Hunt, Cory Harper and Al Lawrence to secure first spot.
With only fifteen player and Max securing his spot on the winners side there was still
a lot of pool to be played on the B- side of the bracket.
Local player Randy Jaragoske had a great showing getting put on the B-side early by
Rick White. Randy played great with good shot making and cue ball control. Randy
moved through the B-side like a nascar driver through Friday traffic. Randy later defeated
Rick White on the B-side. With a great victory Randy moved on to play Jose and hit a
bump in the road with Randy coming up dry on his breaks Jose went on to win this match
and Randy fell a little short of securing his spot for the National 8-Ball Tournament.
Jose was another local put on the B-side early but with his pit bull like reactions.
Jose Defeated Cory Harper, Randy Jaragoske, and Al Lawrence to secure his spot in the
8-Ball Nationals in Las Vegas NV.
I would like to thank Jason Bryan, Lee Harvy, Josh Vagovich, Randy Chugg, Al
Barlow , Ryan Leto,and Jason Hunt. for playing in the qualifer and supporting the game
of pool. Without the support from the local players there would be no tournament.

